
Social Cognition (part 2) 
Social schemes and categories 

- schemes: cognitive structure that represents knowledge about a concept or type of 
stimulus, including its attribute and the relations among those attributes 
 Used to: fill in the gaps of what we know, encode old information, and interpret 

new information  
 Help us to: simplify and reduce cognitive complexity, identify and categorise new 

experiences, move beyond immediate events, anticipate what happens next  
- Person schemes: individualised knowledge structures about specific people.  
- Role schemes: knowledge structures about role occupants. All bosses are assholes  
- Event schemas (scripts ) : schemas about events  
- Content free schemas: contain a limited number of rules for processing information. 

E.g. I like John, johns likes Tom, I should like Tom 
- Self schemas: schemas about oneself. More complex and varied than our schemas of 

others  
Categories and prototypes  - Family resemblance: properties that allow something membership into a category  

- Prototypes: cognitive representation of the typical/ ideal defining features of a 
category. Family resemblance relies on how well the new information fits into the 
prototype  
 it is the standard by which family resemblance is assessed and category 

membership is decided  
 can be the typical member or the extreme member  

- the relationship among categories is hierarchical, with less inclusive categories below 
more inclusive categories  

- Exemplars: specific instances of a member of a category  
- Accentuation principle  
 categorisation accentuates perceived similarities within and differences between 

groups on dimensions that people believe are correlated with the categorisation 
 The effect is amplified where the categorisation and or dimension has subjective 

importance, relevance or value  
Social encoding - Refers to the process whereby external social stimuli are represented in the mind of 

the individual  
- Affected by stimuli salience  
 Properties of a stimulus that makes it stand out in relation to other stimuli and 

attract attention  
 It looks at the stimulus in relation to other stimuli in a particular context  

- vividness 
 an intrinsic property of a stimulus on its own that makes it stand out and attract 

attention  



 e.g. emotionally interesting, image provoking, close to you in time and space  
- accessibility  
 the ease of recall of categories or schemas that we already have in our heads  
 Priming: is the activation of accessible categories or schemas that influence how 

we process new information. Usually ones we have used often or recently  
Social inference  - It addresses the inferential processes that we use to identify , sample and combine 

information to form impressions and make judgements  
 top-down deduction: rely automatically on general schemas or stereotypes  
 Bottom-up deduction: rely on specific instances  

- Normative models: ideal processes for making accurate social inferences  
 Behavioural decision theory: set of normative models (ideal processes) for 

making accurate social inferences 
- regression: tendency for initial observations of instances from a category to be more 

extreme that subsequent observations  
 controlled by being conservative and cautious in making inferences from limited 

information  
- base rate information: General information, usually factual or statistical, about an 

entire class of events  
 people usually underuse this information especially when anecdotal evidence is 

available  
 are more likely to us it when its relevance is made clear  

- illusory correlation: when people assume the a relationship exists between two 
variables, they tend to overestimate the degree of correlation or see a correlation 
when actually none exists  
 associative meaning: illusory correlation in which items are seen as belonging 

together on the basis of prior expectations (e.g. bacon/eggs) 
 Paired distinctiveness: illusory correlation in which items are seen as belonging 

together because they share some unusual features  
- Heuristics: cognitive shortcuts that provide adequately accurate inferences for most 

of us most of the time.  
 Representative heuristic: instances are assigned to a category on the basis of 

overall similarity or resemblance to a category  
 Availability heuristic: shortcut in which the frequency or likelihood of an event is 

based on how quickly instances or associations come to mind  
 Anchoring and adjustment: shortcut in which inferences are tied to initial 

standards or schemas  
 


